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Procedural Content:  Three Easy Questions

1.  Why is procedurally generated content cool?
   2.  What are the pitfalls?
      3.  When should I make something procedurally?
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1.  Why is procedurally generated content cool?
   2.  What are the pitfalls?
      3.  When should I make something procedurally?

Procedural Content:  Three Easy Questions

1.  You probably already know
   2.  It's tougher
      3.  Whenever you want
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And finally, one harder question...

Where are we supposed to start?
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And finally, one harder question...

Where are we supposed to start?

Some basic types of randomization...

Randomized properties
     - Enemy spawns somewhere along the top of the screen
     - Cackling Headbutt hits for 100-150 traumatic damage
     - “Roll two dice and move that many spaces”
     - Noise functions
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And finally, one harder question...

Where are we supposed to start?

Some basic types of randomization...

Randomized properties
     - Enemy spawns somewhere along the top of the screen
     - Cackling Headbutt hits for 100-150 traumatic damage
     - “Roll two dice and move that many spaces”  
     - Noise functions

Randomly selected handmade content
     - Anything containing a wheel-of-minigames
     - A broken pot might contain money, a potion, or a confused spider
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And finally, one harder question...

Where are we supposed to start?

More randomization methods...

Randomly organized “chunks” of handmade content
     - Terrain in Spelunky
     - Rooms in The Binding of Isaac
     - “Shuffle the deck you've built and draw five cards”
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And finally, one harder question

Where are we supposed to start?

More randomization methods...

Randomly organized “chunks” of handmade content
     - Terrain in Spelunky
     - Rooms in The Binding of Isaac
     - “Shuffle the deck you've built and draw five cards”

Fitness-based randomization
     - This presentation's topic
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Seven Steps for
Design-Centric Fitness-Based Procedural Content
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Design-Centric Fitness-Based Procedural Content

1.  Sketch out some examples of the content you want to generate

Tile-based wall layouts Color triads
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Design-Centric Fitness-Based Procedural Content

1.  Sketch out some examples of the content you want to generate
2.  Describe a rudimentary approximation of your process

Simple color triad
   a) Pick a main color
   b) Pick a color harmony
   c) Pick two less intense colors based on the harmony
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Design-Centric Fitness-Based Procedural Content

1.  Sketch out some examples of the content you want to generate
2.  Describe a rudimentary approximation of your process
3.  Convert this summary into code

!  !  !
This step doesn't need to be difficult

for your results to be good

!  !  !
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Design-Centric Fitness-Based Procedural Content

1.  Sketch out some examples of the content you want to generate
2.  Describe a rudimentary approximation of your process
3.  Convert this summary into code
4.  Study your results, make adjustments

                      (If we're lucky, we might be done already)

(Rejoice!)
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Design-Centric Fitness-Based Procedural Content

1.  Sketch out some examples of the content you want to generate
2.  Describe a rudimentary approximation of your process
3.  Convert this summary into code
4.  Study your results, make adjustments

If we're not done already...
   - How much perceived variation do we get?
   - Should our ranges be made wider or thinner?
   - Should our ranges be weighted?
           t = random(0.5) + random(0.5)
           t = smoothstep( random(1.0) )
           t = random(1.0) x
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Design-Centric Fitness-Based Procedural Content

1.  Sketch out some examples of the content you want to generate
2.  Describe a rudimentary approximation of your process
3.  Convert this summary into code
4.  Study your results, make adjustments
5.  Identify desirable and undesirable flavors

(Any aspect of your content that you want to encourage or avoid)
   - Generated terrain should have a nice mix of mountain/valley
   - Placed enemies should not be too clumped together
   - Generated equipment should not be universally overpowered
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Design-Centric Fitness-Based Procedural Content

1.  Sketch out some examples of the content you want to generate
2.  Describe a rudimentary approximation of your process
3.  Convert this summary into code
4.  Study your results, make adjustments
5.  Identify desirable and undesirable flavors
6.  Convert the most important flavors into measurable metrics of fitness

Terrain variation – measure map coverage of different slopes
Placement Clumping – measure average distance between entities
Weapon Power – measure positive vs. negative properties
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Design-Centric Fitness-Based Procedural Content

1.  Sketch out some examples of the content you want to generate
2.  Describe a rudimentary approximation of your process
3.  Convert this summary into code
4.  Study your results, make adjustments
5.  Identify desirable and undesirable flavors
6.  Convert the most important flavors into measurable metrics of fitness
7.  When spawning content, generate several and only use the most fit

Depending on your fitness function, the most fit may be the 
maximum value, the minimum value, the median value, etc
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Real-world example time:
Generating Wallpaper Patterns
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Generated Wallpaper Textures

1.  Render random samples of random fractals (in this case, Julia Sets)
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Generated Wallpaper Textures

1.  Render random samples of random fractals (in this case, Julia Sets)
2.  Measure fitness according to ratio of white space to nonwhite space

Most fit
(closest to 30% white)
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Generated Wallpaper Textures

1.  Render samples of randomized fractals (in this case, Julia Sets)
2.  Measure fitness according to ratio of white space to nonwhite space
3.  Ping-pong tile the two most fit, replacing blank spaces with noise
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Generated Wallpaper Textures

1.  Render samples of randomized fractals (in this case, Julia Sets)
2.  Measure fitness according to ratio of white space to nonwhite space
3.  Ping-pong tile the two most fit, replacing blank spaces with noise
4.  Fade vertically between our two patterns
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Generated Wallpaper Textures

1.  Render samples of randomized fractals (in this case, Julia Sets)
2.  Measure fitness according to ratio of white space to nonwhite space
3.  Ping-pong tile the two most fit, replacing blank spaces with noise
4.  Fade vertically between our two patterns
5.  Rejoice
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Not the Robots
Further applications of this method:

(a procedurally generated stealth game)

!   !  ! !!!! !  !   !
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And, finally...

Questions?


